
DESENDANT OF JOHNNY PHARAOH

(THE MINISTRY ONLY)

Johnny Pharaoh is the only Follower of Set (fka Setite, nka The Ministry) that has been accepted into the 
Camarilla.

A world-famous musician, Johnny used his fame to take the spotlight off the Camarilla, and as 
repayment, they accepted him into the sect, as well as any of his descendants.

Johnny was stylish, flamboyant, and loud.  He once cause riots in Toronto, which ruined the 2nd 
Inquisitions chance of flushing out he vampires there.  He is also a former member of the Independent 
Alliance and bring some secrets of the Giovanni with him.

• Teenage Rock God: Descendants of Johnny Pharaoh enjoy riding the coattails of his fame and fortune.

You gain the Accepted Status, with the Moniker Accepted.

You also get 3 dots in Resources with the advantages Cryptocurrency of 1 dot and Cash Money of 2 
dots.

Additionally, you receive 3 dots in Fame with the 2-dot advantage Fan Club and the 2 dot disadvantage 
Paparazzi. 

•• Rocker by Night…and Day?: Johnny was able to keep up appearances with a body double, he served 
him faithfully and took advantage of his rock lifestyle.

You receive a 2 dot Ally in the sphere of High Society with the 2-dot advantage of Retainer.

Additionally, you receive a 2 dot Contact in the sphere of Media with the advantage Diversity at 1 dot 
(with his second sphere being High Society). 

••• Lap of Luxury: Johnny had a posh estate, several of them all over the world.

You receive 2 Size 3 Havens, one in Indy and one is another city of your choosing.

You receive the Advantages Armory, Luxury, Security, and Guards at 2 dots each and the Disadvantage 
Haunted*

* The hauntings come from the many years of dealing with the Giovanni and their wraithy allies…which 
some are your enemy as well now, especially after Johnny joined the Camarilla. 
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